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Across
3. The band leader who is still listed as missing 

in action?

4. This famous band leader was known for his 

fast, flying fingers across the piano keys?

6. music played and or sung about lost loves?

11. The style of jazz with fast tempos and lots of 

improvisation is called?

14. The first white band leader to use black 

musicians in his group?

19. A round cylinder attached to paper punched 

with holes is called a?

21. A musical mix of African and Cuban rhythms 

is called?

22. Louis Armstrong

26. What was Benny Goodman’s instrument 

known as?

30. one of Louis Armstrong’s nicknames

31. The first time for a performance is a?

33. playing or singing a piece of music previously 

performed by another musician is called a?

34. Practicing and practicing until you get it 

right?

35. Charlie Parker’s nickname

36. Dizzy Gillespie was known as?

37. King of the Blues

38. Ella Fitzgerald

39. Scott Joplin was famous for what style of 

music?

Down
1. New York nightclub named in honor of 

Charlie Parker

2. Queen of the blues

5. What was Glenn Miller’s instrument?

7. B.B. King’s guitar

8. Benny Goodman’s signature glare when a 

musician messed up earned him this nickname?

9. Billie Holiday always ware this flower in her 

hair when performing

10. Who was the band leader that always dressed 

like royalty?

12. to make up music on the spot?

13. What trumpet player briefly ran for President 

in 1963-1964?

15. Lady Day

16. Benny Goodman’s nick name

17. Female singer who had stage fright?

18. Musical Prodigy

20. Charlie Parker’s instrument was the?

23. Who is considered the best female scat singer 

ever?

24. a job playing music is called a?

25. The musician who died poor and 

disappointed?

27. Singing that uses nonsense syllables instead 

of real words.

28. Scott Joplin

29. Louis Armstrong’s main instrument was the?

32. Nightclub in Harlem


